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:Introduction

substantive question to,be addressed ftlethis-paper

the relationships between changes in.-the ftOial and economic

of farming an

What have

structilie

Flanges in population of slier places fdr Michigan in

the. period 1930 a'197b2: Ift a deductive approach we will review the rele ant.

literat112. on farm struct4rVand place P0134.0cion changes to generate

variables and hypotheses for-the 'analysis specify the meth686logical procedures

for analysis, then report the resulf-of the analysis itself. However, in/.

carrying out the review we have found sotempirial attempts to assess the

relativ6 importance of farm changes on population change to be limited by

their conceptualization, by their operationnl.izatiou of, variables, anti by

the analytical tebhnique employed. He re we prepowd certain, changdayhich."

we thought necessary improve the explanation and4understanding of 'these

changes and their interre tionships. his exploratory analysis,' this

testing of,a suitable methodological appreach rank

the substantive task.

Review of the Literature

equal In jinp6rtance

Many of the changes affectingthe0. fatm population-and the

'population generally- -stem from farm.`conercialization, specialization,

4
technological change, and the most dramatic of these-haVe occurred since

1935 (see Table 1).-' Overpoduction,-fluctuating prices cost-price squeezes

and indebtedness have been constant,gempanions of he historical 4evelopment
/

of farming (Hacket, 1970 Ch. 11; undt, 1975: 14-294 Goss et al 1978: 25 -27

The general response by farmers backed.bY,government' assistance and corporate,

interests, has been to expand the size of their operations%(Padfield, 1071;

Rodefeld 1978:162 -164). Commercialization and specialization by type of
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production are closely related. 7They'describe the. tendency for farms'to

concentrate on spea is commodities. for tharket. The present-day commercial-,

specialized farm produces ry little for home-consuMption and may have only

ona or, at most a few\enterOfiSes _ite and TrWin 1972.; Goss, i976: 101-104).

e general indicato o enterprise change is the amount and proportion of

farm-land in crops.

(Table 1 ahoUt herel

Technological Levelo went has facilita _e commercialization,

specialization andeapanston in farm production. Mechanization by its very

nature, substitutes inanimate power for human power, and hence more land can

be cultivated from thi'- same labor input. The-other coMponent of technology=

biological advance-inetease_ production per Unit of land the use

herbieides, insecticides, hybrid seeds, tertilizers, etc. (Ilonaldson and

McInerney, l973; Rodefel.d, 1974: 110-122; Go O, 1976. 79 -81). Both components

of technology have contributed te the incteaded, capital requir -ent of fates

.(Brak-e j Gosh et al 1978:24-25) ,and where this development has been

ntensiVe in nature, the value of land and buildings per sere has risen
.

see Table.1),. Thete has also,heen expansion Of an extensive nature, due

mainly .tpMechanization. With acres of tetal farm land remaining approximately

constant since 1935, this capital for labor substletution has,resulted in anF.
increase in the average acreage of farms (see Table 1) anita.decrease in the -

.

total number of farms (Bali ana- Beady, 1972; Rodefeld, 1978 : 171-173). When

one combines these two elements of farm expansion--increased prodribn per

Acre and increased number of tIcra- there has been a sizeable increase in.

total production and value of output (gross sales) per farm (Goss, 1976: 99101;

see 'Table

C



Labor displacement bYttechanizatio and the decline 'in farm numbers
,. .

have Contributed to a deCrease in the number of farm workers (see Table- 1).

'Both hired workers-owner-operators and their lamilieb have been-displaced
mer -

(Tolley and Farmer, 1967; -1976: 90 -92; kodkeld 1978: 169171).

Without employment in farming; these people have usually migrated to urban

areas where employment.chandes. and median family incomes have generaPy

.beep better (McDonald; 1955-56i 1976: 142-144).- Consequentkg, the farm

population has decreased markedly ; since 1935 (see Table 1.)

Thus farming has undergone' substantial changes in both economic and

social structure in the past Wyears, From this revier ofthe/literature

_
we have aeleeted six independent variables for our analysis: (1) acres of

crop land; 421-value-of farm lad and buildings per sere; (3) average farm

size in acrea;'(4)'gross sales per farm; (5):number of workers employed in

arcing,, (A) number. of farm people.

Another que tions is to what extent have these farm changes affected

*
'

the larg__ socib y?
4

Th'ey have occu red in the context of a rural society

characterized by 8 dispersed settlement pattern with-small trade%centers to

serve the needs of farms, farm people, neighborhoods and coMmuni ies

(Ensminger, 1949; Enaminger and Longmore, 1949; Etna; 1977:'23-30). _e,

a;typi al patternin the Midwest has been a population, center (hamlet, ,village,

5 .

toWn) servicing the economic and teamical,needs of the farm hinterland,

which-was also the foos1 point of community:(Galpin,-1915i Kolb t, 1959),
. -

-- .

Nationwide.Studies for the 1930' to 1970 period have shown that more

.than half the places with lessthan',250-persons declined in size as did

30 percent,:okplaces 250 to 2500 -in size (Cosa 1976: 132-133, 162).

Populatidh 4ereases were great'ar'fbt the 1950 to,1970 period. The ability

of smaller placei to retain popniation,Was enhanced by proximity to larger

places, particUla y,metropolitan centers (Hassinger- 1957a' and

Fuguitt, .19701: Etua, 1977: 72-79):d



population changes in:these places were directly related to the

number of economic services and.social functions they were able to provide

(Haesingeri.1957b; Fuguitt and DeelY,1966; Brunn, 1968; Etua, 1977: 60 -72)._

It was the changing demand and supply,f.servicesand functions that best,

explained the link between farm and place. On the One hand, the decline4n

farm population reduced aggregate demand and hence reduced the need fot

nonfarm persons responsible for .such services and functions. Smaller places

entered a declining spiral of decreased variety of, services and functions and

decreased patronage by local people (Bollinger, 1972;'Eddefeld,'1974: 214-229).

Alte_atively larger places were able to consolidate these. lost services

and functions, and add new ones. Their: patronage was increased and hinterlands

expanded as consumer demands became' more specialized and their means of

transportation improved. Thus, as the miniium viable size for farm dependent

places increased, ( _up 1961) there was a growing dualism between larger,

expanding places and smaller, declining ones (Wilkinson, 1974; Goss, 1976:

137-141).

Places, particularly smaller places, are at the interface between the

farm and nonfarm populations. Their decline qr growth is part of thei

population redistribution process occurring within the nonfarm sector.

It is for this reason thai we'have chosen to focus on changes in the population

of smaller platesr-more specifically, county level indicators of these changes.

Three 'ope ationalizationsof the,de endent variable-will be used in this

analysis: (1) percent change in the total population of nonmetropolitan

counties (a replitatioh of the measure tsed by many recent studies of

population change); (2) percent change in aggregate population of all places

f 75-2500 persons; and (3) percent of all platesNin each county declining

in population. The 'latter two operationalizations focus specifically on

the changing status f smaller places.



Of course there are other factors affecting population change in

placesindustrialization urbani2ation, transportation etc. (Field)and

'Dimit, 1970; Etua, 1977: 31 -47). We will not attempt to include.them

the analysis alongside the farm independent varies es.6 However, we will

employ two alternative factor's -- proximity to large'places and regional

ideationto gain some insight into the extent -of these influences over and

abOve,the changes in farming. The proximity factor is included because it

has proved to be Un important variable in -past studies of place population

change. Regional lacation(as operntionlized in thia study) is a surringfe

fat industrialization,- urbanization a other macro-processes that are

manifest in patial distribution.

Now,, let us examine aeveral recent: studies _ at _ave reaffirmedthe-
_

historical relationship between changes in the economic and social structure

of farming and population citange in rural or nonmetrupolitan areas.,

From a human ecological perspective, Frisbie and Poston -(1975, 1976)

have found that components of .sten ance organization accounted for a,

significant proportion of total population change in 'nonmetropolitan U._

counties. Agricultural activities were particularly important predictors in

this ecologic. complex. In geneal, nonmetropolitn counties that were

more depend-- on agriculture as deustenance activity, were more likely to

lose population for the period 1960 to 1970. `This phenomenon, according to

Frisbie and Poston (1975: 775), can be accounted for by the fact that mechanize-

on *if the extractive industries decreased the derdand for labor, consequently

, people migraterdi/out of these areas to find 'jabs,

In his demographic analyses--Beale (1975, 1976) found that nonmetropolitan
d

U.S. counties with &are Vian 30 percent of employed persons in a iculture,

4



declined in pcpulat on by 11nercent n,thM1960-70 decade And haVe continued

to experiefice slight net- outmigration during the 19701s--the'period of
6

politan-to-hOnmetropolitan net migration. In fact, the greater the percent

' of employgd persons in:Agrtculture for the county, the greater the likelihood

of, pcopulation decline and the greater the annual rate of net outmigration

(Beale and Puguitt, 1976: 15, Table 6r Beale, 1977: 6, Tables 2 and 3).

It should be noted that counties most dependent on ngricultUre are

.more likely ,to be found in the Grgat 'nal* Midwe tern regions, and indeed

this is where the relationship with population decline-was the strongest

(Beale, 1977: Table 2)., In contrast, Debertin And Bradford (1976) found a.

weak but negative relationship between agricultural base of counties (measured

as total value of land and buildings) and percent change In populations of

incorporated Indiana places, 2,500 to 20,000 in population, for the period

6 -

1960 to 1970. Further, in a study of Smaller Central places in- Pennsylvania

(incorporated places of 1000 or more plus minor civil divisions in the -.

immediate hinterland), Forscht and Jan a (1975) found that 73 percent of

those central places most dependedt on agriculture grew in population for

thb 1960-70 decade. For All places the relationship between percent employed

in agriculture and rate let popnlation growth was weak but poSitive.

The Ptoblepn

In one sense, it is surprising that agriculture still outweighs other

economic activities in the determination of nonmetropolitan population change

as recently as 1960-70. The farm work force and farm population h e now

declined to a point were a high absolute number of outmigrants cannot

continue. The farm Population is now less than four'percent of total popula-

tienwhereasnonmetropolitan population is about 30.perCent of the total.

cI



How could agricultural activities still have an important influent

population change~ in nonmetropolitan counties or smaller_ places? On the

other hand,.liMitatiens Of pest-studies, including-thoge.reviewed here, may

haVe inhibited our understanding of the role of farming In 'population change.'

Specifically; the tidies are conitrained by: (1) inadequate conceptualize-

tion of structural changes in firming; (2) sole Uie -Of nonmetropolitan county

4,

data; and (3) use of static independent variables in decade4y-decade,

research.

The studies that were reviewed above showed two extremes in apppeching

4
changes in farming- -use of a single_ variable or factor analysis of multiple

measures. AssuMing percent of employed persons in farming to be a valid

indicator of dependency on farming, then the more agricultural the county,

the greater the magnitude of population decline (Beale, 1975, 1976, 1977).

Btit, a single measure of dependency on farMing gives little insight into

the farm change process by which this out i Ion has occurred. Frisbie

A on the other and,

and Poston (1976: 368)/argued tha, the complexity of agricultural enterprise

prevent "the. conventional measurement strategy of relying on a single

indicator 'f the underlying concept." Their approach was to=take 16 different

measures of farm activity and derive four factors--general agriculture,i,

commercial agriculture, mechanized agriculture and land intensive agriculture.

Ho -ever, using factor analysis to establidh statistically significant

relationships with population change 1n nonmetropolitan Bounties is not

always sufficient. Ideally, thse relationships should be interpreted within

the context of social and economic change in agriCulture. Mechanical

interpretatiods of factor matrices tend to inhibit further understanding. In

the preceding studies little attention was given to the conceptualization of

change processes in the social and economic aspects of U.S. fa_ nriing.



There has also been _-_ tendency in. a udie population change

and i,ts causes, to focus on nonmetropolitan counties (Frisbie and Poston,

1975, 197,6; Beale; 1975,-106 1977). The Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Area (SMSA) of those counties with a city of50,000 or moreand,

some contiguous counties, nonmetropolitan counties are the residual. This
J6.

dichotomy is arbitrary, with, little relevance to social and economic

organization., F ple, 22 peree of U. S. farm people were located in

SMSA's. in 1970. In Michigan, SMSA's contained 37 percent of the farm people,

42 percent:of all rural people, and 25 perCent of places with less than 1,000

persona. POsiton (1975: 773, 882, 1976: 355) were concerned

with the lack of understanding of'changes in nonmetropolitah.counties.

This may beAlifficult, however, f the variation in subunit population change

within these counties is greater than variation between metropolitan and
4

nonmetropolitan-counties.

The nonmetropolitantropolitan distinction occurs at the county

.

level. Counties are politi al units'that vary in geograpilic and social

-configuration across state- and regions. COunty level.reseatch

because th

convenient

a manageable number of cases (about 3,1po for the U.S.)

and easy access to reliable, comprehensive data from the Censuses orPopu.a ion

and Agriculture. Howeverl-it appears that local residents view the county

as an extra-lodal phenomenon (iuloff and Wilkinson, 1978).' Nonetheless,

this Unit is Often taken as a-Valid surrogate for another entity; the rural
Af

community (Beale, 1916: 957; 1977 :1).
A

Alternatively, there has been a long tradition of studies dealing with

place (populationi' uster) as the unit of analysis Fuguitt, 1971; see

Goss, 1976: 131-137; 162-163). The place, at a minimum, has a local spatial

identity but this. still does not make it coterminous with -ormunity.- The



rurql-lurbdh dichotomy is primarily based on place; rural people are those,

living in places of less than 2,500 persona or in open country. Although

this is also-an-arbitrary -one, at of places/by

population size gives some indication of the range of economic and social

fUncflons found in a,place (Stun, 1977: 18-2J).

Place r -search h- also had ita.limitations.

as of places have-Varied widely-(Goss, 1976 162-163-population sizes in,

Minimum and maximum

Etua, 1977: 90-91). Most studies have been constrained by the source from

whiFh the enumeration was taken. The Census of Population includes all

places of 1,000 persons or more, tegadless of legal status., but only those

smaller places which are incorporated. Generalizing from this data set to the

-Univerad-of smaller places is valid only if incorporated places of less than

.1,0oq Are representative of all places in this category. Michigan data

indiCate his'is not the case. Incorporated places (less than 1,000 in

size were disproportionately larger and more likely. to have been growing in

pOpulation (Melcher 1977). In short, change in total population -of non-

metropolitan counties or of Census enumerated places may not be reliable

indicators of change'in smaller places or local communities.

All-studies reviewed thus far analyzed the relationships betwen static

independent variables (characteristics for a given year) and dynaAtc

dependent variables (change score between two points). Although such relation-

ships are generally reliable indicators of the process involved,' there are

,inferential dangers. It is most commonly assuped that the higher =thy static

independent variable score, the greater has been the amount of change in

that score. However, the scores may approach some 'ceiling' 'after. which

the amount_of change actually decreases. in this case, the statie and

dynamic measures would be inversely correlated and their relationships to

other variables will be in opposite dieCtions.
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Studies investigating the'relatio hps between agrictiltural and

population changes. for the most part have been limited to10 year periods,

in particular 1960 to 1970. However, the well documented changes in'farming--
f

increased farm size, decreased fhrm workers and farm peoplehave occurred

over a much tonger,t meneritm%-in particular 1933 to the present. Farm

changes may not have affected rural or nonmetropolitan population immediately,

and it is possible that time lags fxtnded-beyond the scope of decade-by-
.

decade analyses.

This study of Michigan farming and place-population-change will differ

from preceding ones in the following ways. First, the independent variables_

will be seleCted from concepts that are at.the core of social and economic'

change in farming. Second, population data came"from an enumeration of all

incorporated. and unincorporated places. having 75 persons orLmorebetween

1930 to 1970. InCluded mere places in both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan

counties. Thj.id, both independent and dependeht variables will be.measured

longitudinally fcir tie period 1930 to 1970.

Methodology

The data for this analysis came -from the Michigan-Population Center

-and Community Study project which was directed by Rodefeld from 1974 to 1976

(hee Rodefeld, 1976). The project was based on the assumptions that there

were certain causal, forces, such as farm changes, transportation changes, etc.

bringing about. changes in the population size add economiebaSe of Michigan

end other H. S. population center, and these latter changes in turn had

signifiCance for other community characteristics. Another ase___ption was

that Smaller places (less than -1,00Q persons) were at the interface between

these changea, regardless of theit_political status. The project data was
4



compiled in -6'parta: Cl) population figures by decade,. 1930 to 1970,

for *1 Michigan plc es of 75 persons or ore and (2) selected county

Characteristics, mainly farming, Over the same period.

Rodefeld enumerated 1592 places, and, determined their population numbers

using the Rand Mc Telly Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide, the Census*-;

Population, and local informants. The Census enumeration accounted for on

598 of these places- and those were not highly representative of all Michigan

placea'when considering size and direction of population chaAge (see Table 2).

Noncensus sources detected the majority of smaller, declining places. The

task' of generating agricultural and oth r hinterldnd information for each
)

place wa idable. CortIsequently, most.ot.such data
1

was accumulated at

thetedunty-level fro_ eourcessuch as Census of Agriculture, census

Population,- etc.

Table 2 about here)

-

To date, three studies have utilized =the Michigan data. MAcher.(1977)

investigated the characteristic_ of Census, noncensus and total enumerated

places. Barningham (1977) attempted to explain why,some places in metropolitan

counties deClif;ed ,in pOpillation from 1930 to 1970 (excinsive of annexation).

Etna (1977) tested for the relative influence of 14 different 'fttors

(including farming and transportation) in the growth and decline of Michigan

places. This paper the first detailed examination in the Project of the.

of farming in population Change.

We can now elaborate on our choice of the unit of analysis and the

operationalizations of the dependent variable used in this paper. With

measures of the independent variables at the county level and measures -o
..-

population change at the Place level, there are two possible approaches.

First, the analysis could be conducted with variables in -their existing for

A
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This would be a 'contextual'-istudy with place population_change related the

characteristics of counties in which each i ,loeted. While this may be a

valid approach., it demands tpecial considerations (e.g. ecological fallacy)

which are beyond ihe -scope of this paper.- Second, the place populations

'could b g regated to. the county level, in a form that reflects both size

anci change in such population. The latter approach is taken in this paper,

as a compromise between the earlier critique of county level studies and

the accessibility o ,county level data on farming. One operationalization

is to aggregate the population numbers for all places 75 to 2500 in size.

The meary'rurall place population across Michigan counties has gradually_

increased from 5865 in 1930 to 7471 in 1970. Another operationalization is

percent of all places in each county decreasing in population. Declining

places- are more likely to be smaller and unincorporated (see Tab1 2).

In addition to the substantive question of arming and place population
0

change, we will subject to etpiqcal test our assertion that previous such

\

studies based on statically measured independent variables and,on 1960 to 1970

dec'ade analyses have been less than adequate. ,,-;The statistical analysis

will proCeed as follows. First, past studies will,be replicated by testing

the relationships between 1960 farm iariables and the 1960 -70 change in

nonmetropolitan total county population. Second, these relationships will

be analyzed for the other operatfonalizations of the dependent variable -- percent

change in the population of allplaces 75-2500 persons and percent of all

county places declining in population Third, these relationships will be

analyze

\i-
for'diffe ent time period s71930-t- 1970; 1930' to 1950; 1950 tO 1970.9

Fourth,' these relationships will be-analyzed for farm variables measured

longitudinally as per=centage change scores.
1per=centage

Last, we will test for 'additional

statistical explanation by `introducing

large pla 1 regional location.
11

two alternative factorsproximity to

it
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Correlational analysis will be carried out at two levels. First,

_Pearson product moment correlation coefficients will be computed to determine

the strengthand direction of relationshiOs between and within the farm andstrength}

population variables. Second, multiple correlation coefficien s will be

Computed to determine the relative amount of statistical explanation achieved

by each of the manipulations described above. Standardized (regression co-

1'efficients will be reported' in 'e'multiPle regressionfOrmat for the relation-

*

ships betWeen longitudinallymeasured farm variables, change in the

Population of 'rural' places and percent of places declining from 1930 to 1970.

Finally, e-lagged,partial correlation coefficients will be reported in

0

conjunction with a preliminary discussion of a causal model for relationships

between farm and population changes, 1930 to 1970.

The studies reviewed in thfa paper suggested that changes in farming

were important in explaining total population changes in nonmeeropolitan

counties. We haVe specified a series of manipula tor;s
,

conceptualization,

operationalizattb& and analysis, in an effort to improve understanding of

the relationshipg between farm and population changes for Michigan places._ _

First, we .expect that the farm 1ndendent variablestused here will not only

improve the proportion of variance expalined in the dependent variable, but-
,

that tlierlationships,involved are capable of interpretation and are consistent

with existent conceptualizations of farm changes and their consequence

cond, we expect that the relationships between farming and populatIm

change have more explanatory power when county-level, 'place' population

variables`ae employed apd,the nonmetropolitan county constraint isttemoved.

Third, wecxpe m'ohanges from'1930 to 1970 to account for'more of the

changes in place population,

nature of the relationships,

ham for a shorter 16riod. In addition, the

elves, may change with time. , We night
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expect the . relativ = importance of farming to 'have declined from the 1930-50

fo the 1950-70 p riod. Fourth, we expect. the.relationships between fatm and

-population chan be more manifest when the independent variables ail6

measured long tudinally.

Finally

with one s- c

one unive

addition factors

e, °want to gauge the overall power

.t

the analysis in comparison

is alternative factor (proximity to,large'places) and with

actor (regional location). OurexgeCtation i that these

Will not Tesult in substantially .gr,tr evels of

explain-d variance above that explained by the farM va

We consider this gnalysis exPlOratory-because itis largely restricted

to correlational statistics. However, empirical support for the substantive

and Methodological,hypotheses specified above would provide a measure of
A

support for the approadyollowed here in explaining the relationship between

farm and place population changes. A second phase, hieh is beyond the scope.

of this paper,- would be to'hypothesiAeopd test a causal. model foe these

,

same change pro/ tesses To that end, we will reportsome'partial correlations

using a cross-lagged format (see Bohrnstedt 1969) and discuss a possible

causal model,

results and Discussion

The most typical research design of past _.dies ,has been .1960 cross-

sectional, independent variables in relation to 60-70 percentage change
,

scores in total population for nonmetropolitan countries. zero -order correla-

tion coefficients are reported in Table 3 for the Michigan replication of

this design. Two observations are worthy of note. First' -; the intertorre1aticns

c-ong,farm independent are generally high, and would seem to

indicate these variables. are not measuring cinceptually distinct proesses

in farming. Also,

A,

rther analysis would be problematic because ofthis
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multicollinearity. Fri, e and-Poston (1976: 356-359) encountered the game

problem rand eliminated certain` variables where zero -or,er correlationS

'exceeded 0.50. Next, they factorr analyzed the remaining farm variables, and

regression'analysis with
.

hogonal dimerisions ,avoided multicollinearity

altogether, However, we7.chooSe, o p rsist with the six variables indicated
=

=

earlier because we belieVe-t4 change processes they represent -are conceptually

distinct, and the need is

cOncepta..

titter measures rather than new or fewer

tend, the zero- correlations betWeen the farm independent variables

andchanke in total population of nonmetropolitan counties are all low,°

Tilts observation brings -int doubt 'the suggested importande of farming,

popUlation change. Howevrt, the multiple correlation coefficient (R0.37)

mpareg-faVorably to' of.Trisbie and Poston X1975: 778, R=0.48
=..

When one considers t-hnbthe latter included mineral, retail, wholesale,,

educational, manufacturing and public administration factors as well as-

farming. The contribu

'exploration.

. Multiple corm

between changes in

of farMing is, kubstantial enough to warrant further.

-- -

coefficients were calculated for relationships

and changes in population across the various

manipulations, and are _hOwn in Table 4'. First, we observe a higher multiple
.k ;

correlation coefficient (R*0.45 ) for the 1960-70 period when the dependene

variable is operationalized as percent ch.pge in population of places 75.

f

,2,500 in size, rathe/ than tyange in nonmetropolitan county total population.

#2 and 3 in Table 4)/However, the, a e olmpariaons-sfor the 1930-70. period

do not show an increase n ehe strength of the relationships; nevertheless,
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statistical,explanation is"signifiCant-for both 1960 -70 (R2=0.20) and 1930-70

periods (R-0.27 to 0.67) when using. 'rural' place population or percent

declining places as dependent variables/ ,Thistclose relationship between farming

t

and population change in smallerplaees can, be readily understood in the

context of our review of the literature and extends beyond the arbitrary

constraint of nonmetropolitan. counties.

(Table 4 about here

,A second observation from Table 4 (#1 and 2) is that lengthening the

time period from 1960 -70 .to 1930-70, raised.the multiple correlation

coef_ lents (from R=0.37 and 0.45 -to R=0.65 and 0.52 for population change

of nonmetropoli an county_ and 'rural' places respectively). It is probable

that, the 10 year perie'd excluded lag effects whereas they were accounted for

in" period,

f

Third, sae see that introduction of longitudinally measured (change-score)

independent variables in pla e of's aticsvariables increased the multiple

correlation Coefficients further (from R-0.65, 0.52, 0.72' to R:=0.81, 0.82,

0.79 for the :respective dependent variables). While change scores may not

be the most apprdpriate measures (Bohrstedt," 1969), this sizeable increment

in variance explained demonstrates, the necessity of dealing with-the,prodess

of larm change in statistical-analysiS 'aid not just the dependencdi f a

county on farMing, Thus our expectations that "'place` population

variables longer time period and longitudinally measured, vatiab115.-ould

enhance,, analytic power' have been empirically confirmed.

The relationships betweeW.changes in farming andchange in 'rural' pace

population and percent of pltve declining, for 1930-70, ,accounted,, for 67

and 63 percent of the total varianc- respectively. Further details are stitiwn
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in Tables 5 and'6. Firat, we observe from Table 5 that there are some negative

or near-zero correlation coefficients between farm variables in their static

and hange-score fOrms. For both the value-of land and buildings per acre,

and farm size in acres, the greater= the initial value in 19304 the smalle-,

the percent change-from 1930 to 1970. , This is apparently a 'ceiling effect'

and thus our use- longitudinally measured independent variables is justified.

Table 5 about here)
V,

Second, the intercorrelations among farm. change scores for the 1930-70

period are generally small enough to avoid the,problem of multicollinearity.

While static measures-of farming-for 1960 were highly correlated, the smaller

associations reported in Table 5 indiclate that the farm,ehange processes

incorporated into this analysis may:be conceptually distinct froM one

'another. One exception. is the large and negative zero -Order correlation

acre and farm size incoefficient between value of land and buildings pe

acres. This Shows that these farm changes have opposite effects

in place. population, and will be fu discussed below.

_ change

A third observation frog Table 5 is that the zero-order correlation

coefficients between farm independent variables and county-level iplae

population variables are much greater than for total population ehange,,in

nonmetropoliran counties over the 1960-70 period. As previously noted,the

matiple cO relation, fficients were also much greater (1-0.82, 0:79) than

,==

for the1960-70 analysis of Frisbie and Pos (975; 1100.4S) and our replica-
-

tion of that Analysis (R='0.37).

The s andardized regression coefficients are fepoft din,Table

variablechange in farm population--dominates others in its positive

association (Bet" 0.8648)- with change in population of places.75 to 2,500 in.size.

C.)
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The greater the decline in farm population for 1930-1970 the greater the

decline or smaller the increase in population of these smaller places.

Also, change in farm population has a moderate and negative association

---

eta7 -0.1960) with the percentage of all places in the county that are

decliningd in population. That Is the greater the decline i farm population,,

the greater the,proportion of places declining. That a decline in farm

population adversely affects the viability of smaller places is well supported

in the literature. However, these results are noteworthy because the

relationship holds across all counties in Michigan, which is one of the more

industrial states in the U.S.

(Table 6 abou here)

Change in farm size is strongly and positively associated (Beta=0.4031)

with the percent of places losingpopulation. That is, the greater the

increase in farm size for 1930 to 1970, the ,greater the proportion of declining

places. As farms have expanded and.become less numerous, both farm-workers

and farm families have been displaced from farms and the farM population.

There is a relatively strong association. between changes in farM%size and

population 0.53). However, there is contradictory evidence --the

weak but positive associaion (Beta = 0.1160) between change in farm size and

change in 'rural' place population. This would indicate that increa4d,

-farm-size might have caused a greater increase or leaser decline population
0

of smaller places. Yet the zero, order correlation coefficient

A
relationship is negative (r= -0.38): Further investigation is needed.

,t

for this

From Table 6i it is obsetyed that change in the number'', farm'workers

, .,
- -,

has a moderately -strong, negative association (Beta= -0.2802) with percent of

place 'losing population. The greater the decrease in farm workers,the

greater the proportion of declining places for 1930 to 1970./ This relationship
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is entirely consistentconsistent. with the processes of farm!size expansion and farm

population decline, and the respective zero-order correlSpions are rte' -0.39 and

r=0.25. Again, the weaker relationship between _arm work force and rurak'

place population ehange.is in the opposite direction (Beta ,0.453).: Like

the analogous situation far changing-lam size, this anomelyt-arran -tiler.
$

exploration.

The only other:farm variable that has an appreciable effect on-population

change is value f land and buildings per acre.- The magni

coefficients are not large, but the dire

the increase in:acte Capital value,

-decline in 'rural'-place population

of the regression

ons are consistent. The greater

the greater the increase or lesser the

(Beta-0.1835), and the smaller the

proportion of county places declining n'population, 1930 to 1970-(Bets= =0.1051),

I

And, this t consistent with the strong, n gative correlation between acre

capital value and fa_

farming enhance viability of smaller places?

ze r- -0.70). Why should more capital intensive

.11

PosSIbie explanations are:

(1) that land intensive development has occurred to some eXten4 in farming,

and when other factors-are controlled, it bas not displaced labor and farm

people, and in turn has n -eroded the population base of farm trade centers;

or ( ) that expansion at the rop.olitan fringe is a ommon cause of

appreciation in land values and growth in smaller

conceptualization o

these results have lent,support to
.:A

suggested' dhange

am changes, ope ationalization o population changes,-

and procedures of statistical analysis. In addition

has been a very important:factor in the changing population of all smaller

we have seen that farming

places in Michigan, from 1930 to 1970.

, One final manipulation was to divide the 1930-70 time periods into two,

AA observe i he'neture o relationships,between ndependent
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variables a__ place' population change have changed with time.

correlation coefficients reported in Table 4 (#4 and 5) would suggest not.

While the'strength of the association dedlined (40.50 to 0.43) for 'rural'

place population; it increased (110.64 to 0.79) for pe ent' place& declining

in population. The general importance of farming does not £ppear t have

%.-declined'in its determination of smaller_place population in Michigan, ht

least since 1930.

We-know that transportation, industry and other facto s are important

. correlates of population change in Michigan places (Etua, 1977) and that

regional location is highly correlated with the three operationalizations of

to dependent, variable'in our ana Tgis r0.46, 0.32, -20.79). We also know

t

that the proximity of smaller places to large popolation centers influences
A

their rate of popul;tion.groWth or decl and the zero-order correlations

from this analysis confirm this (r).31, 0'.12 In Table 7 we see that

region and proximity accounted for 12 percent of the variance in 'rural'

place population and 63 percent of the variance in percent places declining.

In the latter case 56 percent of the variance was shared by farm variables

and these alterative factors.

(Table 7 about here)

Region and tlyoximi y were introduced into the regression analysis for

193070, and the result at'e shown in Table 8. For the regression on
7

)
al'L

place population change there was - little change in qandardized slopes for

the farm variables, and proximity to large places exhibited a moderately

yong,, negative association (Beta= -0.2402). That the more distant

hose with places of 9000 persons or more, the} greater

r-4

er the decli in population ofpiaces 75 to 2,5Ut'3 in size.
J
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Alternatively, regional location was the dominant alternative factor (Beta=
A.

- 0.36©2) in -egression on percent places declining, and it did weaken the

regression coefficients for farm. variables. The less industrial and

the-region the greater the percent of declining place's in th7- county.

(Table about here)

Further investigation is necessary in both cases. Although proximity

appear to be a d9minant factor, the direction of its relationship

with 'rural' place population is the opposite to most findings. Before we

can attribute significance to this result as a substantive finding.. further

work is needed on the way proximity &Tas operationalized as a variable. Etua

(1977: 148-155) found that population size, of Michigan smaller places was

positively related to distance from a larger place of less than 10,000

persons in size, but negatively related to distance from a larger place

with greater than 10,000 inhabitant* The opposing forces of competition

and symbiosis between smaller and Urger,places (Etua, 1977:76) rneed ito be

isolated i further operationalization of the proximity variable. Although

farm chango do account for most of the regional dif ?e r aces, the relative

importance of region in its regression on percen of declining places does

raise the question of" which is the 'real' explanation ofyopulationlchange--

farming or _egion- it will be necessary to explefe the concept c

ominance further.

A Hypothetical Causal Model

Whil longitudinal measures on the independent variables are

opolitan

necessary

for adequ e understanding, the use of change scores is not generally

recommended. The main problem with change scores is that they ate biased

by the initial value on that variable (Borhnstedt, 1969:115). For example,
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one would expect the magnitude of percent changes to be larger for small

place populations precisely because the initial figUre is small. Bohrnstedt

(1969) has suggested the use of partial correlation or regression coefficients

which measure the xela4onehip.between the initial value of the independent

variabie(e.g farm populatiOn in 1930) and the final value of the dependent.

variable (e.g. place population in 197©) while fully controlling for the

initial value on the dependent variable (e.g. place population in 1930).

if thisthis causalitY,( Jam population-* place populati

confi

must be greater-" than the reverse relationship (e.g. 1930 place population

predicting to 1970 farm pcipulation, controlling for 1930 farm population)

is to be

d empirically, then its partial caelation or regression coefficient

Bohrnsedt's modified cross - lagged approach was applied to all possible

combinations of the six farm independent variables and population of paces 75

to 2,500 in size. Figure 1 shows only those partial correlation coefficients

that were significant at th1e 0.05 level: and the ,appropriate dire'c'tion

causation. In some cases both directi-ns.have sip nifi- nt coefficients and

the lesser 'path' is identified. We can conclude that 'rural' place population.

is the dependent variable in a causal sense and'that farm population may be

aft intervening variable between other farm variables and po ation change.

It also seems obvious that some of the anomaries found in the regression

analysis may have been artifacts of change scores. For example, the number

of farm workers is strongly and positively associated with rural plac6

population whereas the regression slope was weaker and negative. Adoption

such a cross - lagged technique in place of change scores

Figure 1 about here

s imperative.
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Conclusion

The objective of,this paper was to explore the relttionships between

changes in 'farming and changes in place population. for Michigan from 1930

to 1970.° FolloWing a critical review of past studies we selected six

variables" as indicators of the changing structure of farming. We alai

replaced the commonly used dependent variable of change in the total popula on

of nontetropolitan counties with two variables measuring the population

change of smaller places in all counties. Finally, the time period was

extended to 1930-70 and longitudinally measured independent variables were

d. The statistical results confirmed that our conceptual, operational and

statistical modifications did increase the explanatory power of the analysis.

Farming is still an important factor in the population change of,smaller
4

places and these modificatio n suggest that fat changes have played a more

important role than indicated in earlier analyses using different measures

and units.

Further extensions of this exploratory analysis are sugges$ed. first,

two of the farm variablesacres of land in crops and average farm Sales--

contributed little to change in place population and perhaps could be omitted

from further analyses. In their place we.might consider inclusion of variables

-for other farm change processes, particularly absentee ownership of farm

land, proportion of full-time hired laborers, and incidence of part-time

farming. All three appear to have been important components,of fare changes

ecent cedes '(Coss et al., 1978). Second, two operationalizations of

dependent variable were focussed on the changing population status of

smaller places and were at the county level. Further variations should be

attempted to include larger places particularly those up to 50000 in size.

Also, 'contextual' analysis, where populaticin size of individual places is

the dependent variable, should be attempted.
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Third, some of the relationships were unstable across the correlation

and regression lanafyses and after including regional location 'as a variable.

V
We'suspect this was partly due to the biases of change scores and tonne

two instances of mu ticollinearity. Further analysis is suggested using the

,cross an= ytic design. However, metropolitan dominance may be
ure

operati g as a 'third,.factor' to reverse the traditional relationships

between farming and place population for those places within commuting

distanceof large cities.-,This does not justify restricting'analyses to-.

nonmetropolitan counties,-. but suggests the introduction of a metropolitan

status variable and greater sp

larger places.

y in the variable of prokimity

Finally,, appears: that -arm change processes can be conceptualized

according to a causal sequence, with farm population as the major intervening '

variable between farming and place population. Confirmation of such a

model would increase the explanatory powerof the-analysis, and path ana

is suggested as a suitable techniqUe. The preceding issues will be addressed

in the near uture as part of the fir
4

author's"-doctoral dissertation.



reVieiecf,the vast. literature on!thanging
h

farming wi 1:be pecaeserily brief;
4 #

e haVe written morecomprehenaive reviews

25

uoture of U.S.

slsewhere, (see Rodefld 1974: Y9-210;' Rodefeld, 1 78' and Goss et al., 1978).

We have:also written mdte comprehensive reviews of the literature.o

the cdnsOlimmIceq.-

I

1976: 77163; ROdefeld,'.1974)'togetile

farm changes of rural areas and society in.general (Goss

5_
These are Ice places,enumeratd'in Michigan for this rpaea

convention, ham e ;sere `0,1acesa.rith pOpulationiless tie 250, villages ere,

placep kgith population 250 to 2,500; and towns Or 'cities' are places with

With our Oolleague%Toseph Et 1977:: 1-84

pulation 2,60Q and over (Eusminger and Longmore, 1949:79);

An assessment, pf the rpla

'.-
, -. ,

industry an other factors for MichIgan,places,ha been done by EtUa (1977) .

ransportation, farming,

7
-Measures for foliar of the"fndependent variables--acres prop land as

a percentageof all/county lank 'value of land and buildings per acre, average

arm size in Wes gross sales per farm--were.taken from the 1959 Census of

Agriculture. MP4sures for number of workers employed in farming assa percentage

of all workers, and number of farm people were ,taken from the 1960 ,ens up of

PoPulation. County population figures genie from the 1960 and 1970 Censuses of

Populetion.

8_-Both operationalizetions of the dependent variable were calculated

the Michigan p-o ata

9MeasUres for four farm variables

1969 Censuses of Agricult-

e- _ taken fro_ the 1930, 1950, and

e. All other measures camecfrom either the Censuses

Of Population or the Michigan project data,-and were for 1930, 19504 and "1970.

2'I



_coresWhen calala _ng-c 6 for value of land and blinding per acre

. , ..,.,
.

rods sales per farm, the second measure (i.e. 1969/-414',19.50) was revalued

, .

to be esequivalent to the first measure (1930,

Th&-Consumer Price Index was used aa the deflate

11_

to control for inflation.

Proximity to large placgs:was operatiolialiked
A

as a discrete vaciable:

1 ms a coutty-Obich has noplace greeters han'.3 0 000 and is not adjacent to a

county with any place greater than 50,000; 2 a county, with

f. than50,0 but adjacent to a county with a place greater n 50,0.00; and 3

place greater
k

a county with a place greater than 50,000. Regional location consisted of six

categbrim. penisula--west ; Upper penisula--east a 2 Lower peninsula--

northwest 3 et peninsula-- rtheast 4; Lo

-er paninsular-southea 6."and Lo

,peninsula- southwest 5;
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'T Table L Selected Characterlutics of Farming, United States, .1935-70,

Value of'

Land and Number of

Farm Land , Buildings, Average Gross Sales
s

Farm , Farm

1,0* Per Acre Farm Ries Per Farm Workers, '. Population

Date Acres) (Current Dollars) (Acres), (1958 Dollars) (Milliqt.1 ) (Million

1935

1940 530.6

1945 450,1
E

1950 478,3

1954/55 459.6

1959/60 448,1'

1964/65 434

1969/70 459.0

Percent change

1955-70 -10.7

155

*175

40.63 195

64,91 2/6.

"5 32 258

116.49 297

ioda 340

193.23 3

12.73 . 32.16

10,98 30.55

10.00 24:42 .

9.93 ?1,05

8.38 1.08

7.06 15.64

5.61 12.36

4,52 t 9,71,

S. Bureau of the Census, 1975, pp. 457, 467-48, 480 -481.

'1 I



Table Ihe Number of Plaaes Exceeding 74 ,And the' Percent Dec1inin
Population, According to Source of 'Enumeratiog, Michigan,
1930-1976.a

Census-
Number

19 0 Size of Perdent
of Place Places Declining

Other Sources Total
Number
of -Percent

Plates Declining

0- 74 21
75- 149 15

150- 299 - 72

300- 499 106

500- 749 72,
750- 999 49

1000-2499 b 124

2500+' 121

. 0.0

6.7

4.7'-
11.1
4.1
7.3

17.4

Total" 580 9.0

261-

254
96

26

9

16

-5_

923

14.4`

50.6

58 . 3

88.5
88.9
81.2

- 20 .0

4413

in

'Number
. of -
Places'

- -

Percent
Declining.

271 13.3
282 48.2
3U 44.2

202 30.2
98 31.6
58 17.2
140 15.7
126 v17.5

1503 30.7

-sing data: Census 16, Other'Sources.z,61.
Census2, Other Sources10.No change:

Source: Rodefeld 1976, 'selected tables," Table 21.

A



Table Correlation Matrix for IndepeEdent,and Dependent
Variables, Michigan Nonmetropolitan Counties, 1960-70.

Independent Variables (1960)
Acre

Crop Capital
Area Value-

Farm
Size

Farm
Sales

Farm
Workers

Farm:;.
Population

Inde erLlea 1960
Croparea 1.00
Acre capital value .84 1.00
Farm_size -.57 -.68 1.00
Farm sales .81 .81 -.40 1%00
Farm workers .45 .22 -.13 .42 1.00
Farm population .93. .86 -.63 ,.78 .39 1.00

_rt

De endent1960-70 change score

.07 .07 ,06 .0County population .09 .08

Multiple correlation coefficient .37

Coefficient of determination .14'



Table 4. Multiple Correlation Coefficients for Various Manipulations of Variables Michigan;

1930-50-60-70.

Manipulations

_W endent Variables

County "Rural" Place Percent Plat_ es

PoRulation . Population leclining

(Ronmetropolitan Counties) (All Counties) (All Counties)

1960 independent Variables

1960-70 dependent variables

2 1930 independent variables

1930-70 dependent variables

1930-70 independent variables

193Q -70 dependent variables

4. ' 1 30-50 independent variables

1930-50 dependent variables

1950-70 independent variables

1950-70 dependent variables

6. Proximity to large places (193070)

Regional load= (1930470)

Proximity and region (1930-70)

.45..

.65 .52 .72

.81 t .82 79

.51 .64

.43 .79

.12

.32



A
Correlation Matrices for Independentand Dependent
:Variables, Michigan count 1930 t70.

_ Indspendent,VareScores
Acre-

prop Capital Farm Farm Farm- Farm
Area Value Size Sales workots Population

.,4L4ipident variables

Crop area .42 .25 -.52 .01 .62

Acre capital value -.20 -.20- -.19 -.06 -.44

--Farm size .21 .48 -.33 -.13 -.10

Farm sales .26 .33 -.51 -.06 .68

Farm Workers .36 .44 -.32 .04 .09

Farm,population .33 .07 .35 .59

.07

.34

.25

-.02 /

.18

lnduendent,variables (193 g±70 chanscare

Crop area 1.00

Acrecapital value .18 1.00

Farm=size -.18 -.70
Farm -sales .15 .02

Farm workers .35 .12

Farm population .17 .32

ndent variable (1930-70 change score

"Rural" place
population

Percent places
declining

1.00
.16 1.00

-.39 .25 1.00
-.53 -.24 .25 , 1.00

.10 .34 -.38 -.15 .16 .72

.

-.31 -.50 .71 .01- --.58 452

4 0



,Table 6. Standardized:Regression Coefficients Between Farm Independent Variables and Population

Change, Michigan Counties, 1930-70,

De endent Variables

"Rurafi Place Percent Places

Po ulatidn Declinin&

Independent Standard i Independent Standard

Variables (1930 -70 }, Beta Error i Variables (1960-70) Beta Error

Farm population .8646*** .2841 i Farm size .4031** .0584

Acre capital value .1835 .1254 Farm workers '-.28 * .3321

Farm workers -.1453 1.0672 Farm population -.196* .0884

Farm size

Farirsales

.1160 A877,

.0760 .0896

Acre capital value

Crop area

-.1051 .0390

.-.0838 .Q817

Crop area ,2625 Farm sales -.0226 .0279

R..82

3

R = .79

R2= .63

a.
-Asterisks denote the level of significance of the standardized regression coefficients; * ** p < 0,001,

*,* . p < 0.61, and * . p <0,05,

fh



Table 3. Coefficients of Determination for in.dappndent Variables and
Alternative;-Factors, Michigan,Counties,,1930-70.

Deplildent Variables,
Percent Places

Declining
"Rural".Place
Population

'Inde endent variables

Total contribution

Control variables
=

.67

Shared contribution ;09 .56

',Unique,contribution .03 .07

'Total contribution .12 . .63

All variables

Total contribution 70 .70



Table. Standardized Regression Coefficients Between Farm

Population Change, Michigan Counties, 1930-70.

f

es, Alternative Factort and

Independent, Alternative

Variable (1930-70).

De a dent Varia

1ural" Place

Population

Independent, Alternative

Variables (140-10).

Tercent Places'

Declining

Standard

Beta Error 43ett

'Standard

Error

Farm population .8909*W*a f .2797 lieliol -(3602* 2.024

Proxima- ,2402* 12.06 Farm,size' .2191 .0589

Acre capital value

kgion

.1500,

.1387

.1239

,6.134

Farm population

Farm workers'

i

-.1592

-.1148

.0816

.3350

Farm size .1366 .2017 Proximity -.1026 3.509

Farm workers -.0798 , 1.148 Acre capital value, -=093 .0362

Crop area .0795 .2822 'Farm saled -.076 .0258

Farm sales .0659 .0883
i

Crop area -.0221 .0823

a
Asterisks denote the level of significance of the standardized regression coefficient

** p < 0.01, and * p < 0.05.

44

< 0.001,



LIG

, Figure 1. Cross-Lagged Partial Correlation CoeffieientsfokF

Population, Michigan, 1930-70,a ,

Independent Variables and "Rural"

CROP

LAND

ACRE

CAPITAL

VALUE

RURAL PLACE

POPULATION

FARM

POPULATION

*Only those paltial correlation coeffidieots with

significant the lesser one is indicated thus (-4

0.05 p78-80 are reported; and where both "paths" are

41


